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1. Call to Order 
Barbara Dennis called the conference call to order. Call participants included Greg 
Raley (Motiva); Joan Evans, Larry Smith, and Steve Hafner (Infineum); Lew Williams 
and Gail Evans (Lubrizol); Thom Smith and Fran Lockwood (Valvoline); Dan Pridemore 
(Afton); Steve Tarbox (ConocoPhillips); Tom Olszewski (ExxonMobil); Bob Sutherland 
and Steve Balfe (Shell); Luc Girard (PetroCanada); West Alexander and John 
Rosenbaum (Chevron); Jerry Wang (Oronite); Kevin Ferrick, Dennis Bachelder, and 
Michael See (API); Kirk McNaughton (Safety-Kleen); and Harji Gill (Pinnacle). 
 
2. January 18 Minutes 
Barbara Dennis asked committee members if any changes to the January 18 
conference call minutes were necessary. Hearing no changes, Ms. Dennis made a 
motion to approve the minutes. Committee members seconded the motion and 
unanimously approved the minutes. 
 
3. GM GEOS and its Impact on GF-5 
Lew Williams summarized some of the issues arising from the GM GEOS A 
specification: 
• GEOS A is expected to be introduced in July 2010 (coincident with current GF-5 

timing). 
• The requirements of GEOS A are not built upon GF-5 and therefore are not 

consistent with past practices: the specification is a blend of North American and 
European gasoline requirements, making it far more robust than the draft ILSAC GF-
5 standard. 

• GEOS A is really a different class of product. 
 
Mr. Williams continued by sharing a conclusion reached by ACC: In response to the 
GEOS A specification, the ACC Petroleum Additives Panel (PAP) reached consensus to 
not commit further resources for GF-5 until there is a better understanding of the 
intentions of the ILSAC member companies with respect to their OEM specifications 
and GF-5.  He added that this concern is prompted by Cummins’ prior actions on CJ-4. 
 
Following Mr. Williams’ summary of the issues related to GEOS A, Lubricants 
Committee members offered a number of comments and suggestions: 

 GEOS A is expected to have broad application. It is intended to serve GM’s main-
line engines. 

 GEOS A is part of GM’s globalization plan. 

 OEMs have traditionally added their own requirements on top of the ILSAC 
specifications, but GEOS A asks for much more. 



 GEOS A might run counter to the MOU that governs the use of the API Starburst. 
Mike See agreed to review the MOU (see Attachment 1) to determine if GEOS A 
runs counter to the agreement. 

ACTION: Mike See will review the MOU that governs the use of the API Starburst 
to determine if GEOS A runs counter to the agreement. 
 
4. Proposed Questions for the OEMs 
Mike See reported that he, Karen Schmidt and Kevin Ferrick developed three questions 
that they believe should be posed to the OEMs to get at the heart of the discrepancy 
between GF-5 and GEOS A. Responses to the three questions (below) would permit 
more in-depth discussions with each of the OEMs. 
 
• Are there known field issues that GF-5 does not address? 
• If yes, can these be addressed in GF-5? 
• What additional performance requirements can you see that GF-5 might not 

address? 
 
Committee members discussed the questions and suggested that more might be 
necessary. Mike See agreed to review any additional questions that committee 
members propose. Barbara Dennis asked committee members to forward additional 
questions to Kevin Ferrick by February 12. Committee members also suggested that 
some kind of preamble accompany any questions posed to the OEMs. Mike See 
volunteered to draft a preamble for the questions. 
ACTIONS: 

 Committee members will forward to Kevin Ferrick by February 12 any 
additional questions for the OEMs related to performance requirements 
beyond those proposed for GF-5. 

 Mike See will draft a preamble to explain the questions being posed to OEMs. 
 
The discussion on the questions for the OEMs led to discussions on changes to the 
draft GF-5 preamble and the timing of the next ILSAC/Oil meeting. Call participants 
noted that the preamble in the latest draft GF-5 specification (see Attachment 2) 
includes a new sentence: Performance parameters other than those covered by the 
tests included or more stringent limits on those tests included in this standard may be 
required by individual OEMs. Attachment 2 highlights in red the new sentence in the 
preamble and other phrases added by ILSAC. 
 
Participants then suggested that the next ILSAC/Oil meeting might be premature, 
expressing a desire to meet again to discuss the questions for the OEMs. Kevin Ferrick 
agreed to send a letter to ILSAC/Oil Chair Bob Olree asking for a postponement of the 
February 28 meeting. 
ACTION: Kevin Ferrick will ask ILSAC/Oil Chair Bob Olree for a postponement of 
the February 28 ILSAC/Oil meeting. 
 
5. Next Conference Call 



The Lubricants Committee will meet by conference call at 2:30 p.m. eastern on 
February 14. 
 


